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ending their lives. But now there are many spirits
who are deprived of their light by negative-minded

The Personal HG will be available to non full

spirits and are unable to go back to the world of

members. In the last issue (June issue), I talked

light; and they stay on the earth. Normally, spirits

about the universe, the source of Shinkiko energy.

enter the world with a stronger light, but due to the

Based on that, I will talk about the current situation

declining birthrate in Japan, more negative-minded

of our society in desperate need of Shinkiko energy

spirits weigh on new lives than before, and the light

and what I expect from the effect of the Personal

of new lives are being ruined. Such vicious circle

HG in detail.

not only makes the vibrating energy of the earth
heavier, but also ruins the balance of the universe.

Deterioration of global environment in terms of

That is why various existences in the universe, such

intangible Ki

as, the source of the Shinkiko, are each trying to

When the late chairman was still alive, he said that,

help us in different ways.

“Shinkiko energy is not for curing disease. Its real
aim is to purify our environment and let all the living
things live in a good energy…,”and these words

The powerful light, Shinkiko
Usually, people heighten their spiritual energy by

are contained in the Shinkiko video which is always

spiritual awakening, and increase the amount of

being played in the background at each center.

light of their souls; and their light is shared by the

In July, a summit on global warming was held in

souls or spirits around them. Anyone who has his

Japan, in which the discussion was led by advanced

physical body is doing this, including those who do

countries. Global environment is growing steadily

not know about Shinkiko. But these days, there

worse. Due to the increase in the amount of CO2,

are so many spirits who are negative-minded and

the temperature of the earth is rising; and at the

who lost light that we cannot absorb enough light if

same time, the Ki around the earth is getting worse

we are passive about it.

as well. The“environment”that the late chairman

When we are strongly affected by negative-

mentioned, was about this“Ki environment.” The

minded spirits, we become obsessed with fulfilling

deterioration of the Ki environment is caused by the

our desires. It may work to make our lives

spirits who lost light and they are weighing heavily

materially rich, but we will have less chances of

on all of humanity. And people's mind and body

enlightenment and there will be less inventions and

are both affected by them and are changing for

discoveries that improve global environment, and

the worse. Spirits come from the universe, obtain

also science will not improve. Not only in the field

physical bodies and born into this world; and go

of science but also in other fields, such as politics

back to the world of light or the universe again after

and economy, there will be a sense of stagnation
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and the world will become chaotic.
Positive Ki is what makes us feel peaceful. There

other kinds of heads except for the Mini Stick Head.
So, if you buy both the High Genki applicator and

are many positive Kis or lights around us, such

the Personal HG, you can have them cheaper than

as music, art and religious. These positive Kis

buying a standard High Genki apparatus. If you

and Shinkiko energy are similar in that they are

cannot afford a standard High Genki apparatus,

all intangible energies, but the Shinkiko energy

this may be a good option in order to reasonably

is incomparably greater than other energies.

receive Ki.

Shinkiko strongly pours light into souls and spirits,
and brings spiritual awakening to people; and this
unprecedented, foreign and powerful energy is

The Personal HG will come in two types
With the release of the Personal HG to non

needed in this era.

full members, it will be sold in two types: the

Many relay stations are needed

rechargeable type. A“mode selector switch”has

conventional rechargeable type and the non
On the earth, there are several relay stations

been newly installed on the conventional type: you

that transfer Shinkiko energy. They are dotted

can choose either rechargeable mode or power

about, like small lights, on the earth that is darkened

supply mode. The white ceramic head that uses a

by negative Ki, and these are where High Genkis

lot of electricity will only last for half an hour in the

apparatuses exist. And a light of circle, which is

rechargeable mode; so switching to power supply

invisible, is created by High Genki users' families,

mode is recommended. Also, the non rechargeable

friends and ancestors, centering on each High

type does not run on batteries and accordingly it

Genki user.
In the July 2004 issue of this magazine, I
explained about the Personal HG. It works
effectively when High Genki users want to gather
the energy more intensively to themselves. This
product had only been available to the full members
of the SAS Association, but because we live in an
age where many“relay stations”are needed and
because the amount of energy that the product can
transfer has increased enough, it will be available to
non full members as well. The Personal HG serves
as an attaché-case like body of the High Genki
apparatus, but please keep in mind that the energy
emitted from a Personal HG is only sent intensively
to the one whose name is written on the“power
sheet”of a Personal HG. Just like the benefits of
a full member, such as using each center for free,
are only available to a full member him or herself.
If you want to send the light to your whole family,
including your grand children or grand parents,
I suggest you use the conventional High Genki
apparatus. The Personal HG can be connected to

is cheaper. Please choose whichever meets your
needs. (These two types of Personal HG will be
released in late August.)

（よくわかる真氣光教室 2008 年 9 月号２０p 英訳）
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